
SINGULAR INTEGRAL EQUATIONS IN Lp(l)

BY

HAROLD WIDOM

1. Introduction. In this paper we obtain some results concerning singular

integral equations of the form

B(x) r   f(y)
(1) Kf(x) m A(x)f(x) + ~       m?- dy + Mf(x) = g(x)

m J e y — x

where £ is a (measurable) subset of the reals of positive measure, A(x) and

73 (x) are (essentially) bounded on E, and M is a completely continuous oper-

ator on LP(E) ; g(x) is a given function in LP(E) and it is required to solve

(1) ior fELp(E).
The basic ideas involved are classical (see [8, part II]): the equivalence

of the "dominant equation"

B(x)  r    f(x)
(2) Kof(x) = A(x)f(x) + -^       ■^-Ldy=g(x)

xi J e y — X

B(d r £(x)

■kí J e y

with a Riemann-Hilbert problem

G(x)f+(x) = /_(*) + h(x)

(where f+(x) is the boundary function of a function analytic in az>0 and

f~(x) the boundary function of a function analytic in az<0); the solution of

the Riemann-Hilbert problem by use of an appropriate factorization of G;

the equivalence of (1) with a Fredholm equation. Pursuing these ideas for

equations in Lp the following question is seen to be important. For what

weight functions io(x) does an inequality hold of the form

/00 /»  00| f(x) \*u(x)dx = A I     | f(x) \*>o)(x)dx
-OO J  —00

where ](x) denotes the Hubert transform of /(*)? Generally speaking it will

turn out that the more weight functions one knows that satisfy (3), the

greater is the class of singular integral equations which can be satisfactorily

studied.

In §2 we consider the above mentioned problem, together with a discus-

sion of certain classes of functions, in preparation for the discussion of the

Riemann-Hilbert problem in §3. §§4 and 5 are devoted to the equation (2);
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in particular for the operator Ko in which -4=0 and .B =■ 1 the spectrum may

be found when £ is a finite union of (finite or infinite) intervals. In § 6 we

consider the reduction of (1) to a Fredholm equation.

2. Classes of functions. We introduce now certain classes of functions,

defined on (— °o, °°), which will be needed in the sequel. Throughout, we

shall assume lúp< °°, and q = p/(p—l).

We denote by Lp the set of boundary functions of functions in §p; thus

fQLp means there is a function c6(z) analytic in dz>0 and satisfying

Io f\<p(x+iy)\"dxûA fory>0,

2° limv^o+ <b(x+iy) =f(x) p.p.
We define LP  to be the set of complex conjugates of Lp  functions. Clearly

fQL~ means there is a function ^(z) analytic in ¿z<0 and satisfying

3° f\ip(x+iy)\»dx£A fory<0,
4° llmv^o-ip(x+iy) =f(x) p.p.
The classes Lp and L~ have in common only the null function. For let

fQLP(~\L~ with corresponding analytic functions <p, \//. Then for any finite

interval (a, b)

im    I
-0+  Ja

lim I <p(x + iy) — p(x — iy) \ dx = 0
IÍ-.0+ Ja

(since 4>(x+iy)—>/(x) in LP and ip(x — iy)—*f(x) in LP [3]), and so it follows

from a theorem of Carleman [l, Theorem II, p. 40] that <p and yp are

analytic continuations of each other and together represent an entire func-

tion/(z). From the Cauchy integral formula we derive the inequality

(4) I/Ml   ̂ ^¡ff \f(x+iy)\dxdy

where the region of integration is a disc with center z and radius R. It follows

from (4), using Io and 3° above, that/(z) is bounded, and so is a constant.

Since fQLp this constant must be zero.

Given a function/such thatf(x)/(l + |x|)E¿i the principal value integral

(5) if  &-*,
■k J     y — x

exists p.p. and so we may define the two functions

i  r /(y) i
/+(*)=—     ^-¿y+ -/(*),

2« J    y — x 2

i  r  f(y) i
/-_(x)= -— I    ^Ldy+-f(x).

2iriJ    y — x 2

We use the subscripts + and  — advisedly since if fQLp and p>l then
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f+ELP [3, Theorem 3.1] and f-EL~ ; moreover the Operators/—»/+ and

/—>/_ are bounded when p> 1, as is immediate from the theorem of M. Riesz.

If fELp then/+=/ and/_ = 0; if fEL~ then f-=f and f+ = 0. Assuming fELP
with corresponding analytic function <p(z) we have

1    r /(«)
+ iy) = — I   -r ¿« ->/+(*)

2«»/     « — a; — %y
<t>(x

%y

as y—*0+. On the other hand <p(x+iy)—*f(x), and so /=/+. Therefore also

/_=/— /+ = 0. The corresponding results for L~ follow by taking complex

conjugates.

TAe classes LP and L~ are closed in Lp. We prove this only for p> 1, which

is the case we shall need. Let fnELp, /„—>/ in LP mean. Then /„= (/n)+—*/+

in mean. Therefore /=/+ and so fELP.

We next define certain classes of functions larger than LP, LP, and L~:

f(x)
J E \-p <=* ~   ;    ¡     r G ¿j>,

1+|*|

/(*)

£ + t

/(*)

2C —  i

It is easily seen that for p> 1, if /G¿p (resp. L^", L~) and gG?9 (resp. 8¿\ %~)

then/gGSi (resp. 2?, 8D-
Given a function/such that/(x)/(l+x2)G7-.i the principal value integral

/

1 + yx   f{x)   j
Jy

y — x   1 + y2

exists p.p., and so we may define the two functions

1    r   1 + yx    f(y) 1
/-(*) = — I    - 7—^ dy + —f(x),

2m J      y — x    1 + y2 2

ír   1 + yx    f(y) 1
fÁx) - - — I    - —— dy + —f(x)

2m J      y — x   1 + y2 2

In particular/T and /,, are defined if fE2P. If fELp then /r=/++const and

/„=/_+const. This is clear since

1 + yx      1 1 y

y — x   1 + y2      y — x      1+y2

If fE2p then fT=f and fa = 0;if fE%p then fu=f and fT = 0. Assume first that
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f(x) is the restriction to the real line of a function/(z) such that g (z) =f(z)/(z+i)

is analytic in äz > — h (b > 0) and satisfies there a bound

/
g(x + iy) ¡"dx g A.

Then we have, for az>0,

1    r"  1 +uz   f(u)
/(«) - — I      —:-±±~. du.

2rciJ -a   u — z   1 + u2

Consequently, setting z = x+iy and letting y—>0 + , we have

1 r °°   1 + ux   /(«) 1
(5') /(«) = —.PV\       --—z du + -/(*) = /„(*).

2iri       J -„    u — x   1 + u2 2

For general fQ2p, set fn(x) =<p(x+i/n), where <p is the function analytic in

az>0 of which/ is the boundary function. Then/„= (/„)*, and so

/-/,= lim (/„-/).
n—*»

almost everywhere, where ra runs through an appropriate sequence of integers.

Let ( — a, a) be a fixed interval and assume xQ( — a, a) is such that f(x)

= lim/„(x). We have

u     a ^      1   f2ttl + ^/n(y)-/(y) J
(U - f)*(x) = —; j-¿y

2«^ -a,  y — x        1 + y2

(6) + — I —-dy + — {/»(*) - f(x)\
2-mJ i^^^  y — x       1 + y 2

=  /1 + 72 + y{/n(x)-/(x)}.

For ra sufficiently large the last term in (6) can be made less than e, and so

can 72 since |x| ^o. On the other hand

,,,     _      i   r2aUy)-f(y)J       i   r2a    y    ....    „...
(7) /i = — I     -dy - —        —— |/,(y) - /(y)}áy

¿■KiJ -ta      y — x 2-mJ _2o 1 + y

and the second term on the right of (7) tends to zero as ra—-> ». Also, since

/„—>/ in Li on ( —2o, 2o), the first term on the right of (7) tends to zero in

Lr( — 2a, 2a) for any r<l (this follows from the proof of Theorem 105 of

[ll]), so by choosing an appropriate sequence of ra's will tend to zero almost

everywhere in ( —2o, 2o). We have therefore shown that/—/, = lim(/„—/),

is zero p.p. in any finite interval, and so it is zero almost everywhere. Thus

f=/T; and we also have/M=/—/r = 0. Similarly/E8p implies f„=/and/r = 0.
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Added in proof. An additive constant must be inserted in the right side

of (5')- Thus various statements concerning ic and p are incorrect and must

be modified. The reader will see that this causes little difficulty.

Finally we note that the only functions common to 2P and 2~ are the con-

stants, and if p = 1 the constant must be zero. The proof of this is similar to that

of the analogous result concerning Lp and L~ given above, and is therefore

omitted.

We come now to the problem concerning weight functions for Hubert

transforms mentioned in the introduction. The Hubert transform of f(x) is

the function f(x) defined by (5). Let E and F be two sets of positive measure,

p> 1. Let p(x) be a function defined on (— oo, go) which is finite and nonzero

almost everywhere. We say that p belongs to the class Wp,e,f if an inequality

holds of the form

(8) f | p(x)f(x) \"dx = A' f | p(x)f(x) \'dx
J F Je

(where A is independent of f) for all f satisfying

(a) /=0 outside E,

(b) f(x)/(l + \x\)ELi.
By a simple approximation argument, which we omit, it is easily seen that

the class of/'s for which (8) is required to hold can be narrowed considerably.

In fact, (b) can be replaced by

(b') / vanishes outside a finite interval, and both f and pf are bounded.

Lemma 1. If pEWp,e,f then p~lEWt,F,E.

Proof. Assume g vanishes outside F and outside a finite interval, and that

g and p~xg are bounded. We want to prove an inequality

f | P-Kx)g(x) \"dx ̂ A"Ç\ P-Kx)g(x) \"dx.
Je J f

It suffices to prove

\(P-%f)\ Mk-ílUl/H,
for all/ vanishing outside E and outside a finite interval, and such that/ and

p-1/ are bounded. But for such/,

I Or1!,/)I = I tor1/) | = I Mr1/)-) I

= | (p-1*,Pur1/)-) I MIp-^IUI/IU

the last inequality holding since pEWp,e,f-

Lemma 2. If pEWp,e,f then
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Ç    1 p(x) 1" ç    | p(x) |-«
I   --¡—r »x < oo i    -■—- dx < oo.

Jr 1+ |*|» Jjll |*|«

Proof. Let £' be a subset of £ of positive measure on which p is bounded.

Find points a, ß and a positive e so that the sets

Ei = E' H (a - e, a + e),        E2 = E'C\ (ß - e, ß + e)

both have positive measure, and so that in addition the intervals (a — 2e, a + 2e)

and (/3 — 2e, ß+2e) are disjoint. Let /, be the characteristic function of

Ei (i = l, 2). Then for some o>0 we have |/i(x)| j£o|x —a\~l for |x — a\ ^2e,

so

(9) f
J x(

-¡— OX <   oo .

' xeF;\z-a\Ztt   \ X — a \p

Similarly |/2(x)| ^a\x-ß\~l for |x-ö| ^2e, so

I p(x) I»
(10) f

J ix£F;\x-ß\tit    I   X  —  ß

dx < oo .
V

From (9) and (10) and the fact that (a-2t, a + 2e) and (|3-2e, ß + 2e) are

disjoint follows the first conclusion of the lemma. The second follows from

the first, by Lemma 1.

Lemma 3. If dist(£, F)>0 and at least one of the sets is bounded, the condi-

tions of Lemma 2 are sufficient to insure that p belong to Wp,e,f-

Proof. IfxE£, yE£we have

1 A

\y-x\  - (1+ |x|)(l+ \y\)

for a suitable constant A. Therefore if / = 0 outside £,

JF\P(x)f(x) \,*Ajr —^ dx{ Je TT]-i oyj

<A(f   |p-(y)|lp(y)/(y)|     y
\Je       i + |y| f

( r   I p~1(y) \q     ) plt c ,
= A1     '    i    dy\   I I "<y)/<y) \'dy

\J e  1 + \y\q      )      Je

-/.

y|

p(y)/(y) I "¿y

(where of course we have used "A" to represent several different constants).

This proves the lemma.
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The next lemma, which is an extension of the classical M. Riesz theorem

that ||/||pg^4||/||p, is also a partial converse of Lemma 2. We write Wp for

Wp,e,f when E = F= (— », oo).

Lemma 4. Let pE2p and assume that sgn p" takes on at most two values, not

negatives of each other. A ssume in addition that p is an even integer. Then p be-

longs to Wp.

Proof. It suffices to prove an inequality ||p/||p^yl||p/||p for/ real, con-

tinuously differentiable, and vanishing outside a finite interval; a simple

argument will then yield the inequality for all/satisfying condition (b) above.

With these restrictions on/ define, for z = x+iy and y>0,

1   r    f(0
#(z) = _ 1    ^_ dt = v,Xt v) + iV(x¡ y)¡

mJ     t — z

U and V being real. We have then an inequality

A
(11) | $(2) |    g-¡—r,

1 +   I 2|
and moreover

lim  U(x, y) = fix), lim V(x, y) = - f(x).
K-.0+ !/-K) +

For any e > 0 we have

/°°                       dx                      r 00+i¡'                      dz
p(x)^(xY =   lim p(z)^(z)"--

(X   +    l)' y-^0+    J -x+iy (2 +   l)'

(where, for az — 0, we take 0<arg(2+i) <rr). This is easily verified if we use

the bound (11) and the fact that

lim    f
-0+ J _«

, p(x + iyy - p(x)" I
hm    I      -dx = 0.

»-K)+ J _*, 1 + x"

Now the integral on the right'of (12) is clearly independent of y, and since

. oo+iy

/.

I p(2)4>(2) \Hz
—ao+iv

is bounded in y, the integral on the right of (12) is 0(y~') as y—» <*>. It follows

that

L
dx

p(x)»*(*)» —-—- = 0.
(* + *)'

Now letting t—>0 under the integral sign, as we may by the theorem on

dominated convergence, we deduce
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/p(x)p$(x)'dx = 0.
-»

Consequently

0= f p(x)p{f(x) + if(x)}pdx

= |  p(x)pf(x)pdx + ¿ (    )*" I p(x)pf(x)p-"f(x)ndx.

Applying Holder's inequality to each integral under the summation sign, we

obtain the inequality

\j p(x)pf(x)pdx

(13) -   (p-n)lp

= ^ £{/ I P(*)/(*) I'd*} ' " | j | p(x)/(x) l'a*}

Now by our assumption concerning sgn pp, and the fact that f(x)p ^ 0, it is

clear that we can find vi, v2 (independently of /) so that

n Ú arg{p(x)f(x)}p ^ vt,       v2 — vi < ir.

We have then

I f>(x)f(x) \p g sec— (v2 - vi)(Re«-"2'<"+">{P(x)f(x)\p

and so

f I P(x)f(x) \pdx g A | J* p(x)pf(x)pdx

Thus (13) gives

Xp^ AJL x»-"
n—l

where we have set Ar = ||p/||p/||p/||p. It follows that X is bounded.

We can now produce many functions belonging to Wp. We shall need an

interpolation theorem due to E. M. Stein [9, Theorem 2]:

Let T be o linear transformation from simple functions on one measure space

to measurable functions on another. Suppose ISfi, r2, Si, ¿¡¡a00 and r~x

= (1— Orr'+iT1, s-1 = (1— t)sï*+tSî~l, where O^i^l. Suppose that for simple f

||(T/)-Ai||.IáMi||/-«i||r

and
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\\(Tf)-fa\\,1 = Mi\\f-Ui\\ri.

Let k = k\~'k2, u = u\~'u'i. Then we have

\\(Tf)-k\\, = Mt\\f-u\\r

with Mt = M{-tMti.

In our applications of Stein's theorem Tf will be / and r = s,ri = si, rt = s2.

Lemma 5. Let E be a set of reals and define

(    r   1 + yx

l J b y — x  1

dy )
p(x) = exp^a |    -— —-—- + maxE(x)i

y — x   1 + y2 )

Then if \ a\ <m'm(p~x, g_1) we have pE2pC\Wv. (Here xe denotes the character-

istic function of E.)

Proof. Let/be a real bounded function, and consider the analytic function

1   r "> 1 + uz   f(u)
(14) $(2) = — |-J-^— du, äz > 0.

■K J -„   u — Z   1 + w2

Making the changes of variable

6
« = tan — ,        f(u) = g(6),

(1S> i-f
z = i-,      $(2) = ■*({■),

1 + f

i   r* eie + f

we obtain after a simple computation

'*  e     f f

Let g(8) have the Fourier series (l/2)d0+ ]C(a* cos nO + bn sin nd). Then de-

fining

1
g(r, d) = — do + 2^ r"(an cos nd + bn sin nd),

2 n-l

00

g(r, ö) = S r"(an sin nd — bn cos «0),
n-l

we see that

*(reie) = ig(r, d) - g(r, d), r < 1.

Now there is a theorem of Zygmund [12] (or [13, ex. 3 of §7.6]) to the effect

that if I g(B) I = 1 then
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-Oc(r,<»¿0 < csc €
1    /•'

_   I       g±(r/2-t

2irJ-,2t.

for any e>0. It follows that if |g(0)| a*r/(2p+5) (5>0) then

/_
gp*(r«i9)| dB ■£ A, r < 1.

If we now change variables back by (15) we obtain

I  00 gî>Î>(x+iï)

i 1  + X2
dx g: A, y > 0,

if |/(x)| g-T/(2p+b). In particular we deduce: if pè2, |/(x)| g7r/(2p+5),

and

1   r   1 + ux   f(u)
(16) *(*) = -       --¿i-i- ¿« + »/(*),

xJ        M — X    1 + M2

then exp{$(x)} E8Í". Setting/(x) = air {xb(x) —1/2} we have that pQ%¿ if

P^2.
For p an even integer we deduce from Lemma 4 that also pQWp. To

prove this for general p^2, find even integers pi, pi with piápáp2, p-1

= (1—Opr'+ipr1, and set pi=pplPl, p2=pp,p». Then by what has already

been shown piQWPl and p2EWps, and it follows from Stein's theorem that

pewp.
For p :£ 2 we can use Lemma 1 and what has already been shown to deduce

that pQWp. Moreover it then follows from Lemma 2 that pQ%P. Now p(x)

= exp{í>(x)| where $ is given by (16) for a particular bounded function/.

Moreover <ï>(x) is the boundary function of <ï>(z) given by (14). Thus it suffices

to show the following: If / is real and bounded and

/_:
dx < A,

l+|x,

then

/<*>    I e4>(z+i¡/) I
'   ,   |    ,   dx£A, y>0,

-.   1 + | x\p

when Kpi£2. (Note that we have replaced p$ by $, a matter of no im-

portance. Also the two constants denoted by "A " may be different.)

We begin by showing that

2   c   1 + uz   /*(«)
(18) — j--^^- du = 0, áz > 0.

ir J      u — z   1 + u2
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This is clear if/ vanishes outside a finite interval since then/„G8r for any

r>l and we may use an argument along the lines of that used above to

show that/G8,¡" implied/»=/. For general/ let

Since

/

i/(«

/<»>(«) = f0>

\/;\u) -um r
1 + W2

'/(«), \u\    < »,

u\   ~¿. n.

du-^0

as «—>oo (this follows from the classical M. Riesz theorem on conjugate

functions if we use the change of variable (15)), and since (18) holds for each

/<">, we deduce (18) for/itself.
Set z = x+iy in (18) and take the real part of both sides. We obtain

1   r  (      « — x u    ) y   r        (R$(w)
— I   \->f(u)du = — I   -—-du.
rJ    \(u-x)* + y*      1 + u2j rJ   (« - x)2 + y2

Therefore

I «*<*+.«> I  = exp ( — f {-—^—-^--—\f(u)du )
1 ' V\ic J   \(u-x)2 + y2      l + u2jJK       )

(y r       m(u)        \
= exp I — I    -du I.

*\wJ    (u-x)2 + y2     )

Applying Jensen's inequality to the last integral, we obtain

| exp $(«) |

(u — x)2 + y2

,m i     _,     . s i . y r    exP H«)    ,
(19) | exp $(x + ty)\   ^ — I-: du

■K J       (U — X)

and so

exp $(x + iy)

/
dx

1+     * »
1  r .             ,      r y dx

è— I   I exp $(«) | du I   j--;
x J                             J \ (« — x{(u-x)2 + y2}{l+ \x\p\

Now by a straightforward computation the inner integral on the right is

seen to be at most .4/(1 +1 w| p) if p = 2. Thus (17) is proved and the proof if

Lemma 5 is complete.

The following lemma is the analogue for Hubert transforms of a result

of Hirschman [4, Theorem 2.1] on conjugate functions. Our result can be

derived very easily from Theorem 319 of [2] but for the sake of continuity

we prefer to make use of what has gone before.
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Lemma 6. // -p~1<a<q~1 then \x\aQWp.

Proof. Set

(xa, x > 0
P(x) - < ,    ■

\ I x|aexpî7ra, x < 0.

Then since p(x) is the boundary function of z" (determined in az>0 by

0 <arg z <w) it belongs to 2P. Consequently the result follows from Lemma 4

if p is an even integer and ap is not an odd integer. If ap is odd then for suffi-

ciently small e we shall have — p-1 <a ± e < g_1 and neither of (a±e)p will be

odd. Therefore the functions |x|a±< belong to Wp, so by Stein's theorem

|x|aEWV For general p^2 find even integers pi, p2 satisfying piúpúpt-

Then if a ^0 we take, in our application of Stein's theorem, Ai = Mi= |x|a,''3'i

and A2 = m2= |*| aplp>, and the result follows. If a^O we take Ai = Wi= |x| aqlq\

and ki = ut= \x\ aqlqt, and the result follows. This takes care of all p^2; the

result for p^2 now follows from Lemma 1.

Given two functions pi and p2, we shall say that they are of the same size

on E if both pi/p2 and p2/pi are bounded there.

Lemma 7. If pi and p2 are of the same size on EOF and piQWp,s,F then

also piQWp,s,F.

Proof. Clear.

Lemma 8. Let £< (i= 1, • ■ ■ , n) be disjoint sets with union (— °o, °o). //

pQ Wp,Ei,E, for each pair i, j then pQ Wp.

Proof. Assume we have

f   | p(x)g(x) \Pdx g APa f   I p(x)g(x) \"dx
J Ej J E,

for every g vanishing outside £< and such that g(x)/(l + |x|)E£i. Assume

f(x)/(l + \x\)QLi and write /=/i+ • ■ • +/n where/, = 0 outside £<. Then

f | p(x)/(x) \pdx = Z f   I P(x)f(x) \>dx
J i    J Ej

^z{e[/Jp(*)/^)I^J/p}

áE{£4<j*-/U*)/(*)hfe.

Lemma  9.  Assume   — p_1<at<g_1   (A = l, • • • ,   ra),   — p~x<ß+ ^î«*

<g_1, Xi, • • • , x„ real and distinct, and set

Up\ p
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p(x) = (i+ i*i") n i*-*,-.
i-l

Then p belongs to Wp.

Proof. Assuming that Xi< • • • <x„, find a0, • • • , a„ so that

do < xi < di < Xi < ■ ■ • < xn < an.

Let /*= (ak-i, ak), and split Ik into subintervals Ikl, I°k, l\ so that xk is in the

interior of L°. Finally let IZ1 = (an+1, °° ), l\ = ( — °°, do — 1) and 7^, = (d0 — 1, a0)

^-7(d„, d„+l). We shall show that for each pair of sets

PT, I{ (r, s = 1, • ■ • , «, oo ; i, j = - 1, 0, 1)

p belongs to Wp,iri,it,. We consider three cases.

(i) Sets not adjacent. The result follows from Lemma 3.

(ii) Sets adjacent but rj^s. Then on R\Jl{p is of the same size as 1 and

the result follows from Lemma 7.

(iii) Sets adjacent and r = s. If r = s= » then on L%JP, p(x) is of the same

size as |x|i+Zof* and the result follows from Lemmas 7 and 6. If r = s^<x>

then on I\ *UI* p(x) is of the same size as | x—x, \ "' and again the result follows

from Lemmas 7 and 6, if we note that any translate of a function in Wv also

belongs to Wp.

3. The Riemann-Hilbert problem in Lp. This can be stated as follows:

Given G(x) defined on (— «, «>) and g(x)ELp(— oo, oo), find functions/+

and /_ belonging to LP and L~ respectively such that

(20) G(x)f+(x) = Mx) + g(x)

almost everywhere. Throughout this section we shall assume that G(x) and

1/G(x) are bounded, and in the sequel we always take p>l.

Theorem I. Assume G(x)=G+(x)G~(x) where G+E%f and i/G~E2~. A
necessary and sufficient condition that the Riemann-Hilbert problem (20) have a

unique solution (f+, /_) ELPXL~ for each gELpis that G~E WP. If this condi-

tion is met the solution is given by

Proof. Suppose gELp has the property that also g/G~ELp, and that for

this g equation (20) has a solution. Then

(22) GtA-F+^-

Since the three functions in (22) belong to 8i we can apply the operator ir to

both sides. Since G+/+G8Í" we have (G+f+)t = G+f+, and since f-/G~E2T we
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have (f-/G~)r = 0. Also, since g/G~QLp we have (g/G~)T = (g/G~)++const.

Therefore

-G).G+f+ = Í —-1   + const.

Since G+/+ESi and (g/G~)+QLp the constant must be zero. Thus we obtain

the first statement of (21) ; the second follows similarly from (22) by applying

p to both sides.

Assume now that for every gQLp (20) has a unique solution, and define

the operator G on Lp by

Gf=(Gf)+, SQl\.

Then for gQLP the equation Gf = g will have a unique solution in Lp, namely

the function /+ in the solution of (20). Now since G(x) is bounded, G is a

bounded operator on the Banach space Lp. (That LP is a Banach space was

proved in §2.) Therefore by one version of the closed graph theorem [7,

§7G], G_1 is a bounded operator. Take a function gQLP so that also g/G~QLp.

Then if/+ is the function in (20) we have (Gf+)+ = g+, i.e., Gf+ = g+, and so

f+ = G~1g+. It follows therefore that

\\f+\\p*\\G-i\\\\g+\\pèA\\g\\p,

where A is independent of g. Since/+ is given by (21), we have

(23) UMsaU
and so, since 1/G+ = G~/G is of the same size as G~ (since Í/G is bounded), we

have

«K^IL-IMfX-*S ¿II»

Replacing g/G~ by g, we have

(24) \\G-g\\p <k A\\G-g\\p

whenever gELp and G~gQLp. This implies G~QWP.

To prove the sufficiency of the condition, we assume G~Q Wp. The unique-

ness has already been proved since we showed above, in particular, that the

only solution of (20) with g = 0 is given by (21), i.e. /+=/_ = 0. It remains

therefore to show that (21) is indeed a solution of (20). Note that since

gQLp and l/G~Q%q we have g/G_E2i, so (g/G~)± make sense. Also (g/G~)+

+ (g/G~)- = g/G-, from which (20) follows. We must still show that f+QL+

and f-QL~. Assume first that g/G~QLp. Then f+Q8? and by (23) (which
follows from (24) just as (24) follows from it) f+QLP. Write/+=/++/- with
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f+ELp and f~ELp , and apply p to both sides. We obtain 0 = const+/~, from

which/_ = 0, and so f+=f+ELp. For a general gELp write

m
g = l.i.m. gCn)

with each g{n)/G~ELp and definefü¡f from gM by (21). Then from (23) we see

that

/+ = l.i.m./+  ,

and we know that f^ELP. Therefore/+ GLp. A similar argument shows that

f-ELP , and the proof of the theorem is complete.

It will be convenient on occasion to consider, instead of (20), the equation

(25) G/+ = g+

where g+ELP is given and f+ELp sought. This problem is completely

equivalent to (20) ; for if (20) can be solved with g = g+ then the function /+

satisfies (25) ; conversely given gELp if (25) can be solved for/+ then the pair

(/+, (G/+)_—g_) is a solution of (20). In particular the unique solvability of

(20) for each gELp is equivalent to the invertibility of G.

Using the results of §2, the equations (20) and (25) can be investigated

for a rather large class of functions G(x). Throughout the remainder of this

section we shall assume

Io there may be defined an arg G(x) which is continuous except for jumps at

xi, • ■ ■ , xn; the limits arg G(± oo) exist. We set

ak = arg G(xk+) — arg G(xk — ), 1 ^ k = n,

do = arg G(— oo) — arg G(+oo).

If 1 (x) denotes the characteristic function of (0, oo ), the function

n 1      n

y(x) = arg G(x) — Y, akl(x — xk) -\-2 a* tan_1 *
*-i re k-o

is continuous and has equal limits at + oo. We assume also

2° the function

/I + yx   y(y)
y — x   1 + y2

1 + yx   y(y)

is bounded.

It follows from 2° using the inequality (19) that exp{iyT(x)} is the

boundary function of a function analytic, bounded, and bounded away from

zero in Sz>0\ similarly exp{i7^(x)} is the boundary function of a function

analytic, bounded, and bounded away from zero in 6z<0. Moreover
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exp iy(x) = exp iyx(x) exp iy„(x).

The condition 2° is easily seen to be satisfied if the functions 7(x) and 7(x-1)

satisfy a Lipschitz condition.

Theorem II. For k = l, • • ■ , ra write o* = &*+£* where 6* is an integral

multiple of 2ir and — 2irp~l<c* ^2wq~l; write o0 = 60+c0 where 60 is an integral

multiple of 2w and — 2irp~1 < — c0 á 2xg-1.

(a) Assume no ck (k= 1, • • • , ra) equals 2irq~l, — Co9£2irq~1. We set

1    n

m = — 2~2 °k-
2v t=0

Then

(i) if m = 0 G is invertible,

(ii) if m>0 G is onto with null space of dimension m,

(id) if m<0 G is one-one with range of deficiency —m.

(h) If any c* (A = l, • • • , ra) equals 2irq~l or if — Co=2irg_1 then G is not

invertible.

Proof, (a) Since G is bounded and bounded away from zero, log |G| is

bounded. Now (log | G| ), is the boundary function of

1 + «z log | G(u) |
du z = x + iy, y > 0

1    Ç   1 +
2-kíJ     u —

which has real part

1 + M2

y   r     log | G(«) |r     log | G

r J     (u — x)
du,

2tJ     (u - x)2 + y2

and this is bounded. It follows that exp{ (log | G| )t} is the boundary function

of a function analytic, bounded, and bounded away from zero in ez>0.

Similarly exp {(log |G|)„} is the boundary function of a function analytic,

bounded, and bounded away from zero in ¿z<0. Moreover

|G|   =exp(log | G |), exp (log |g|)„.

Now we have

sgnG(x) = exp N<7(x) +     Xc*l(x - xh)-X^tan-1* \f

— 2im tan-1 x I

= Í--J  exp iy(x) exp i <\  22c*l(* — **)-2~2 c* tan-1 x  > ,
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and we still need a factorization for the third term. This is straightforward.

In fact if we set
n

p+(z) = (i + »)<w«')rf-»«* II (z - xa-"»2*, Hz > 0,

p_(2)  =   (i - «)<-•/»»>**-« Î» II (Z - %)c*/2x, âZ < 0,

(where the arguments are determined by 0<arg(z—xk) <ir, 0 <arg(i+z) <ir

for ¿z>0 and 7r<arg(z—xk) <2ir, 0<arg(i—z) <t for 3z<0) with cor-

responding boundary functions p+(x) and p_(«) then

p+(x)p-(x) = exp ¿<     2 c*l(* — xk)\-Y,ck tan-1 *   > .

Finally let us set

G+(x) = p+(x) exp(log | G | )T(x) expiyT(x),

G~(x) = p-(x) exp(log | G | )„(*) expiy>(x),

(i + x\m

-r—J , Gi(x) = G+(x)G-(x).

Since G+G8^ and 1/G~E2¡ and since, by Lemmas 9 and 7, G~ belongs to Wp,

we know from Theorem I that the operator on LP

G,:/-*(Gi/)+

is invertible. If m = 0 then G is Gi and is therefore invertible. Otherwise we

must consider the operator on Lp

H:f-+(Hf)+.

Assume first that m>0. Then

(i — z\"

i + z)

is analytic and bounded in Sz>0. It follows that for gELP  the equation

Hf=g always has the solution

(i — x\m

7—) «(*),
I + x/

so H is onto. To find the general solution of the homogeneous equation, note

that if f+ELP and ff/+ = 0 then Hf+ = g- where g-EL~. Then

(i + x)mf+(x) = (i - x)ng-(x),

and we can apply Carleman's theorem and the inequality (14) to deduce

that both sides must be P(x), a polynomial of degree less than m. That in fact
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P(x)
f+i.x) =

(i + x)m

does satisfy Hf+ = 0 for any such P(x) is immediate since then Hf+

= P(x)(i-x)~mQLp-.

We consider now the case m < 0. That H is one-one with range of deficiency

— m could be proved from the above by considering adjoints. However it is

also easy to proceed directly. Assume that for a given g+QLp the equation

Hf+ = g+ has a solution f+QLP. Then Hf+ = g++g- with g-QL~, and we have

(i — x)m~k g+(x) g_(x)

(26) ±----/+(*) = + , 0<H-».
(i + x)~m (i — x)k      (i — x)k

Integrating from — » to w, the first and last terms in (26) give zero. This

follows easily from the fact [3, Lemma 2.4] that for A(z)E^P, h(z)—>0 uni-

formly as z—»oo in any half-plane az^S>0. Hence we obtain

Xo0    g+(x)
dx = 0, 0 .< A é - m,

-» (i - x)k

so the range of H has deficiency at least — m. But the conditions (27) are

sufficient for the solvability of Hf+ = g+. In fact we simply take

(i — x\m

7-7-) *+(*>•
t + */

That f+QLP follows from the fact that g+(z), the !qp function whose bound-

ary function is g+(x), has, by (27), a zero at z = i of multiplicity at least —rat.

We have shown that if m > 0 then H is onto with null space of dimension

m, and if m <0 then H is one-one with range of deficiency — m. Moreover Gi

is invertible, and G = GiMfor rai<0 and G = MGi for m>0. This completes

the proof of part (a).

(b) To prove that if any c* = 27rg_1 (A = l, • • • , ra) or if — c0 = 2irg_1 then

G is not invertible, we shall show that G is the uniform limit of noninvertible

operators. (The invertible elements of a Banach algebra form an open set

[7, §22C].) Define

Gt(x) = G(x) exp i{ Yj «*1(* ~ **) + (lA)(«o - 2~2 «*) tan_1 x)

where ek is small and nonzero if ck = 2wq~1 and zero otherwise for A = 1, • ■ ■ ,n,

and eo is small and nonzero if — co = 27rg-1 and zero otherwise. Then G, satis-

fies the conditions of part (a) and so has associated with it a number m,

which depends of course on the particular choice of the e<. It is clear that

by reversing the sign of one e< the associated mt is altered by +1. Therefore

by an appropriate choice of the e,- we can guarantee that m^O, i.e. G, is not

invertible. Since || G« — G|| can be made as small as desired (note that || Ge — G||

^A sup |G,(x)—G(x)|), G is not invertible.
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4. The equation Kaf=g. This is

B(x)   r    f(y)
(28) Kof(x) m A(x)f(x) + ^-       ^£L. dy = g(x), x E E,

m   J g y — x

where gELp(E) is given and fELp(E) is sought. We assume throughout this

section that A(x) and B(x) are bounded, and that A(x)2 — B(x)2 is bounded

away from zero.

Assume (28) holds, and extend / and g to all of ( — oo,  oo ) by defining

them to be zero outside E. Set

(29) F+(x)=f+(x),      F-(x) = -/_(*).

Then we have

(30) F+(x)-F-(x)=f(x),

i r  f(y)
(31) F+(x) + F-(x) = - I    -ii£- dy

mJ ey —x

for (almost) all x. Therefore (28) implies

(32) [A(x) + B(x)}F+(x) - {A(x) - B(x)}F-(x) = g(x), xEE.

Define

'A(x) + B(x)

(33) G(x) =
x E E,

A(x) - B(x)

1, x E E,

and

g(x)
gi(x)

A (x) - B(x)

(Note that by our assumptions on A and B, G(x) is bounded and bounded

away from zero; and gELP if and only if giELp.) Then (32) gives

(34) G(x)F+(x) - F-(x) + glix),

at least for xEE. But for xEE (34) is the statement F+ix) = F~ix), i.e.,

f+ix) +/_(*) =0, which is true since /(*)=0 outside E. Thus (28) implies

(34), where F+ and 7a" are defined by (29). Conversely suppose we could solve

(34) for ÍF+, F-)ELPhXL;. Then we define fix) by (30). Since F+-F~=f
=/++/- we deduce (29) and so also (31). Therefore (34) gives (28).

We have demonstrated the equivalence of equations of the form (28)

with Riemann-Hilbert problems (34) where gi vanishes outside E. Thus

with very little work we can establish the analogue for the operator Ko of

Theorem II above.
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Theorem III. Suppose Gix) satisfies the conditions 1° and 2° of §3, and let

ak, bk, and ck be as defined there.

(a) Assume no ck (k = l, • ■ ■ , n) equals 2irq~1, — Co9£2irq~l. Set

1   "
m = — Y.bk.

¿v ¡t_o

Then

(i) if m = 0 Ko is invertible,

(ii) if m>0 Ko is onto with null space of dimension m,

(iii) if m <0 Ko is one-one with range of deficiency —m.

(b) If any ck (k=l, • • • , n) equals 2nq~l or if — Co = 2irq~l then Ko is not

invertible.

Proof. Part (a, i) follows immediately from Theorem II. As for (a, ii)

we see that K0f=0 is equivalent to GF+ = 0, where F+ is given by (29).

Therefore the result will follow from Theorem II if we can show that in this

case/=0 is equivalent to F+ = 0 (i.e., the number of linearly independent/'s

equals the number of linearly independent F+'s). That/=0 implies 7^ = 0 is

clear. If 7^ = 0 then (34), with gi = 0 gives 7^ = 0, and sof=F+-F~ = 0.
Before considering (a, iii) we digress for a moment, and notice that the

dual space of Lp is L*. For if £ is a continuous linear functional on Lp it

can be extended, by the Hahn-Banach theorem, to a continuous linear func-

tional on Lp. Thus for some gELq we have £/= (/, g) = (/, g+) + (/, g_). Now

(f,g-)= f f(x)[g-(x)]*dx,

and fg-ELf. This last statement implies that both/f_ and (/f_) ~ belong to
Li, and so by a theorem of Kober [6, Theorem 1(a)] we have ffg-dx = 0.

Thus £/= (/, g+). Another fact we shall need is that a function/ in Lp which

is not identically zero can vanish only on a set of measure zero. In fact it is

known [lO] that if g(6) is the boundary function of a nonzero function in Hp

of the unit circle, then log \g\ ELi. If we use the change of variable x = tan 6/2

we can conclude that

L log /(*)| ! j ^
dx <

1 + x2

and so / may vanish only on a set of measure zero.

Returning to the proof of (a, iii), we assume «i<0 and denote by 7? the

range of K0 in LP(E) and by 7?+ the range of G in Lf. By Theorem II 7?+

has deficiency —m. Since the dual of Lp is Lf this means we can find — m

linearly independent functions fa, ■ • ■ , A_m belonging to Lf and orthogonal

to 7?+. Each fa is orthogonal to any giGij, for which (34) has a solution.
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For hk is orthogonal to (gi)+ (the latter function belonging to R+) and to

(gi)_ (by Kober's theorem, since A*{ [(gi)-\*QLt). Therefore each of the

functions

*>(*)

[A(x)]*-[B(x)Y

is orthogonal to R. Moreover since any linear combination of the hk belongs

to Lq this linear combination cannot vanish on £ without vanishing identi-

cally, i.e., the hk are linearly independent on £. Thus we have found —rat

linearly independent functions orthogonal to R, and R has deficiency at least

—rat.
Next assume A is orthogonal to R, and extend A to be zero outside £.

Then for any fQLp(E), f also being defined to be zero outside £, we have

0 = (A, Af - iB'f) = (JA - i(Bh) ~,/)

and so

(35) [A(x)]*h(x) +—f   ■    '  *     y dy = 0, xQE.
wiJ E        V — X

[B(y)]*h(y)

mJ s      y — x

Set

(36) k(x) = B(x)[h(x)]*.

Then multiplying (35) by [B(x)]* and taking complex conjugates we obtain

B(x) r   k(y)
(37) A(x)k(x) - -^ I    -^- dy = 0, xQE.

tí J b y — x

Now At^O implies A^O. For assume A=-0 and let S he the set on which B

vanishes. Then by (36) A vanishes on the complement of 5 and by (35) .4A

vanishes everywhere. Since A 9*0 on 5 (recall that A2 — B29i0) we have A = 0

on S. Therefore A = 0, which is a contradiction. From what we have shown it

follows that the deficiency of R is at most the dimension in Lq(E) of the

set of solutions of (37). Now the "G" for equation (37) is just 1/G and so

(since we are considering the operator on Lq) the "m" is —m. But by part

(a, ii) the set of solutions of (37) has dimension — m, so R has deficiency at

most —m.

(b) This follows from part (a) just as part (b) of Theorem II followed

from the corresponding part (a). We omit the details.

5. The case .4(x) = — X, B(x) = 1. The equation is then

(38)
i r /(y)

-\    J^L-dy = \f(x)+g(x).
■kiJ s y — x

Defining the operator T by
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w,,    if  f(y)   .
T/(x)=—       -dy

TiJ s y — x

the equation can then be written simply as Tf = \f+g. The relevant function

G is given by
X - 1

xQE,
(39) G(x) = X + l

1, x E £•

The cases X= +1 are special since then either G or 1/G is unbounded. How-

ever they are also simple cases since the points ± 1 belong to the point spectrum

of T if E = (— oo, oo) and to the continuous spectrum otherwise. Taking the

case X= 1 (X= — 1 being entirely analogous), (32) is equivalent to

1
F-(x) = -jg(x), xQE,

(40)
F+(x) + F-(x) = 0, x E E,

where F+ and F~ are defined by (29). In case £=(— oo, oo) only the first

equation in (40) is relevant, and when g = 0 the equation is satisfied whenever

F~ = 0, i.e., whenever fQLp. Assume now that £ is a proper subset of (— oo,

» ), that is, assume the complement of £ has positive measure. If g = 0 then

F~ = 0 on £ and so everywhere; therefore F+ = 0 on the complement of £ and

so everywhere. Therefore/=0. Thus T—I (1=identity operator) is one-one.

Now the adjoint of T—I on LP is just T—J on Lq, and since the latter oper-

ator is one-one the former has dense range. It remains to find a g for which

(40) is not solvable. We take any gQLp(E) which vanishes on a subset £i of

£ of positive measure, but which does not vanish identically on £. Then

since F~ belongs to Lp and vanishes on £i it must vanish identically. Then

also g vanishes on £, which is a contradiction.

Our purpose in this section is to find out something of the nature of the

spectrum of T for an arbitrary £. Our results along this line are far from

complete, but Theorem IV below shows that generally the spectrum can be

neither very large nor very small. In particular we shall see that for p = 2 and

for £ not the entire real line the spectrum is always the interval [ — 1, 1J.

For a given p > 1 denote by Sip the circular arc with end-points ± 1 and

which passes through i cot ir/p, and by 9ÎP the closed region bounded by §lp

and «,(= -a,). Note that 9îp = 9î5.

Theorem IV. (a) The spectrum of T is contained in Uîp.

(b)    (i) If E = ( — co , oo ) the spectrum consists of the points ± 1.

(ii) If Eis a semi-infinite interval (a, oo ) the spectrum is 21,, and if E is

a semi-infinite interval ( — oo, a) the spectrum is 2lp.

(iii) In all other cases the spectrum contains 2lpW?(4.
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Proof, (a) The arc 3IP consists of those X for which

X - 1      2ir
arg-= — >

X + l       p

and similarly for 2l„; X G Sîp means that for some determination ß oí

arg(X-l)(X+l)-i,

(41) |/31   < 2xmin(p-1,q-1).

In the latter case set

( ß   r      (1 + yx)dy 1 \

(42)
/   ß r     (i + yx)dx      i \

G-M . «p (- -/b fa_j)(1 + >, + T «to»)

Then it follows from Lemma 5 that G+EZf, 1/G-G?,-, and G-GWV By
Theorem I the operator G, and so also T—\I, is invertible.

This completes the proof of part (a). Before going on to (b) we shall need

a lemma.

Lemma 10. Assume the function f defined on (— oo , oo) takes only the two

values ±7t/2. If we set

i /•-    (i + te)/(Q   jt
e(x) = — I      -dt

re J-x (t - x)(l + t2)

and if we have

f   e»<
J ~T

T

vWdt < oo
' —T

for all finite T, thenf = ir{x(-x,,a) —1/2} for some a in [— <x>, °° ].

Proof. Consider the analytic function

1     /•»        (l+/2)/0)
(43) h(z) = i exp --     J        A, ¿2 > 0.

IT  J_M    (/  -   2)(1   +  /')

We have

t     í     rxi       l t   )
argh(x + iy) = -+-ä\     I--——- - —-}

2       r     J-x \t — (x + ly)     1 + t2)
f(t)dt

t     l  r

2       r J-rJ-K (t-x)2 + y2
f(t)dt.
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Since |/| ^tt/2 we conclude that O^arg A(x+iy) ^x, so that A(z) has non-

negative imaginary part in the upper half-plane. By a theorem of Nevanlinna

the most general such function has the representation

/x 1 + tz-dp(t)
-oo    t — Z

where p is a bounded and nondecreasing function on (— *>, °o), a^O, and ß

is real. Denoting by A(x) the boundary function of A(z),

h(x) = lim A(x + iy), p.p.,
Ii-K) +

we obtain from (43) and (44) respectively

(45) h(x)=iexp[g(x)+if(x)],

/" 1 + tx-dp(t) + iwp'(x),
-oo  t —  X

the integral in (46) being interpreted as a principal value.

Now for any p < 1

,      dx
h(x + iy)p-h(x)p\ ——^0

1 + x2/.:

as y—>0, where the arguments of the pth powers are taken to lie between zero

and p7r. This follows from the fact that by means of the substitution

z — i(l— f)(l+f)_1 the function A(z)p is transformed into a function in Hi of

the unit circle. (See the proof of Lemma 5 above.) Let x0 and Xi be such that

the limits of A(x0+iy) and h(xi+iy) exist as y—»0. Then we certainly have

v xt

I h(x + iy)p - h(x)p | dx -» 0

as y—»0, and so using Cauchy's theorem we deduce

/I xi /• xo+iv /» xi /% x\

h(x)pdx =  I h(z)pdz + \     h(x + iy)pdx + I       h(z)pdz
x„ J x„ J io J xi+iy

for any y>0. In all four integrals we may take the limit as p—»1 under the

integral signs. For the first, this follows from the fact that A(x)p^ei(l) + 1

which belongs to Li(x0, Xi) by hypothesis; the integrand in the third integral

is continuous, and by our assumption on Xo and Xi the same is true of the

remaining two integrals. We conclude that (47) holds with p = 1. Next taking

y to zero we obtain
J. XI St XI

h(x)dx = lim    I     A(x + iy)dx.
»o v-*0  J xa
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Now since /= ±ir/2 it follows from (45) that h(x) is purely real. Taking

imaginary parts in (48) and using (44) we deduce

/■■> Í            r"      t2 + 1 \
iay + yj-—— dp(t) \ dx

x«   I            «7-00 it- x)2 + y2 )

= lim   f°(t2+l)dp(t) C-'■-
v-Ms J_„ Jx„   (t — x)2 + y

dx

" xt

(t2 + l)dp(t)

ii p is suitably normalized. Since oc0 can be taken arbitrarily close to — <»

and Xi to +»,we may conclude that p is constant. Therefore h(z) =az+ß,

and the conclusion of the lemma with a= —ß/a is now immediate from (45).

Going back to the proof of part (b) of Theorem IV, we see that (i) is

immediate, for in this case T2 = I. Part (ii) will follow from Theorem III

but we defer this computation. We pass therefore to (iii). For X^SR, we have

shown that (T—X7)_1 exists; let us explicitly solve T/=X/+g for such X.

Recall that ß denotes that arg(X —1)(X+1)_1 which satisfies (41). Then if

G+ and G~ are given by (42) the solution of Tf=\f+g is/=/++/_ where

/+=-x ++ 1 G+ \G-/+ X+ 1      \G-J

Since ||/+||pá-4||/||p we see that

-(-) II *
G+\G-J+Wp (T-\I)->\\\\g\\p

where A is bounded for X not near — 1. Since 1/G+G~=1/G is bounded for X

not near 1 (see (39)) we obtain

in = A\\(T-U)-A

as long as X is not near + 1 and g vanishes outside E. It follows easily that

(49) ||G-g||p:M|(r-X/)Í|||G-g||p

for all g vanishing outside E and for which g(x)/(l + \x\ )ELi, as long as X is

not near ±1. Set

If       (1 + tx)dt
t(x) = exp— I

2   J E\   (t-x)(l+t2)

Then (49) says
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(so) Hr^||pM|(r-AjH||r,'"g||p.

Assume now that XoE2lpW2I<¡ and that X0 does not belong to the spectrum

of T, and let X—»Xo from outside 9ÎP. Assuming, as we may, that p ^ 2 (con-

sidering the adjoint of T—\I shows that the theorem for p^2 yields the

theorem for p^2), the ß corresponding to X approaches ±2ir/p depending

on whether Xo belongs to 21, or 2IS. Moreover ||(T—XJ)"-1!! remains bounded

so (50) gives, with the appropriate sign taken,

||?±2/"g||p Ú A\\p2'pg\\p

as long as g vanishes outside £. Thus ^±2IpQWp,ea-«¡.«¡), so by Lemma 2,

f"    £(*)±2   JI      -¡—r dx < oo.

J-K 1+ \x\p

By Lemma 10, £ must be (— oo, «) or a semi-finite interval, and (iii) is

proved.

Remark 1. In the discussion immediately preceding, the " + " sign cor-

responded to XoE2i3. If Xo does not belong to the spectrum of T then Lemma

10 tells us, not only that £ is a semi-infinite interval, but that it is of the form

(-co, a). Thus if £=(o, co) the spectrum contains 2I8; and similarly if

£ = (— oo, o) the spectrum contains 2lP. This is half of part (b, ii) of Theorem

IV.
Using Theorem III the spectrum of T is easily computed in case £ is a

finite union of (finite or infinite) intervals. We shall consider here only the

two simplest cases, a semi-finite interval (which will finally complete part

(b, ii) of Theorem IV) and a finite interval.

(1) £ = (0, oo). Assume first that p^2 and that X belongs to the interior

of 9lp or of 2tp. Then we can choose an argument ß of (X —1)(X + 1)_1 which

satisfies 2irp~l^ß<2irq~1. In the notation of Theorem II we have oo= — ß,

oi = |3; Co= — ß, Ci = ß; 6o = 6i = 0. Thus m = 0 and by Theorem III X is not in

the spectrum of T. By Remark 1 above the spectrum contains 2I3 and so this

is exactly the spectrum. Using the fact that T is "self-adjoint" the same re-

sult holds for p g 2.

(2) £ = (p, v) with — co <u <v< co. Again let p^ 2 and assume X belongs

to the interior of 9îp. Choose the argument ß of (X — 1)(X+1)_1 which satisfies

2wp-1<ß<2irq-1. Then o0 = 0, Oi = p\ o2= -Ô; c0 = 0, Ci = 0, c2 = 2tt-|3; 60 = 6i

= 0, 62= — 2tt. Thus X belongs to the residual spectrum of T and the range

of T—\I has deficiency one. The spectrum of T is 9?p. In case p g 2 the spec-

trum is again 9îP; but every X in the interior of 9ÎP is an eigenvalue of multi-

plicity one, and T—XJ is onto.

Remark 2. By the above method one can determine, in case £ is a finite

union of intervals, whether a given X in the interior of 9ÎP belongs to the

resolvent set, point spectrum, or residual spectrum of  T. (It will always
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be one of these.) One may well wonder what happens if XG3lA^Sl8. We have

already shown that +1 belong to the continuous spectrum. More generally

if XG2lpW2l„ and X is in the spectrum, it will be in the continuous spectrum.

To give the idea of the proof we shall consider the case\ = 0,p = 2,E = (0, oo).

By self-adjointness it suffices to show T/=0 implies /=0. We obtain G/+

= -/_, where G(x) = -1 for x>0 and G(*) = l for x<0. Write G = G+G~

where

G+(x) = x112,        (arg x = 0, tt),

G~(x) = x-1'2,       (arg x = r, 2-rt).

Then G+/+=—f-/G~. Using Carleman's theorem and (4) we deduce that

both sides are of the form ex, so f(x) = 2cx112, which does not belong to L2

unless c = 0.

Remark 3. In case E is a finite union of intervals, but is neither ( — oo , oo )

nor a semi-finite interval, it turns out that the spectrum of T is all of 5RP.

This supports the conjecture that part (b, iii) of Theorem IV may be

strengthened to read : In all other cases the spectrum is 9ÎP.

Added in proof. We have recently proved the conjecture for E bounded.

6. Reduction of singular integral equations in Lp. We come now to the

equation

73(*)  /•    /(*)

m  Je y

B(x)  r    f(x)
(51) Kf(x) m A (x)f(x) + —       -^- dy + Mf(x) = g(x)

m  J e y — x

where M is a completely continuous operator on LP(E), and A and 73 satisfy

the usual conditions: A and 73 are bounded and .42 — 732 is bounded away

from zero. Write

(52) Ai(x, y) =-?        73i(z, y) =-,
y i — x y — x

where

73 (y)
B(x) = -Hi dy.

1  r  -ß
(*)=-      -

t J e y

The function G(x) is defined by (33).

Theorem V. Suppose G(x) satisfies the conditions 1° and 2° of §3, dwei let

ak, bk, and ck be as defined there. Assume each \ ck\ <2ir min (p~l, q~l); assume

further that

(53) f | Ai(x, y) \«dy E Lp/9(E), f | 73i(*, y) \"dy E Lp/q(E).
Je Je
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Then the equation (51) is equivalent, in the sense described below, to an equa-

tion of the form (I+N)<p = ip where N is completely continuous.

Proof. Let K0 be the operator defined by (2), and K¿ the operator defined

by

b(x) c /(y)
:„'/(*) m A(x)f(x) - -^       -^- dy.

vl   J E y — X

We have

A(x)B(x)  r    f(y)A(x)B(x)  r
K¿Kof(x) = A(x)2f(x) + .

vi      J i
dy

(JB    y — x viJ e t — x     J e y — t      *

vi      J e y — x

B(x)

iri   \J e    y — x vu e t — x    J e y

The Poincaré-Bertrand formula

B(t) ,. e f(y) ,        „„., r „,, r     B(t)
Í TT^dtf    -tdy = " TW<X> +ff(y)dyf — ■dl

y-t ' J J     (t-x)(y-t)

(which holds whenever fQLp and BQLq [5]), together with (52), gives

A(x)B(x)  C
KlKof(x) = U(x)2 - B(x)2)f(x)-—      Ai(x,y)f(y)dy

vi       Je

-f Bi(x, y)f(y)dy.
ir J e

Define the operator P by

A(x)B(x) r i   r
Pf(x) --:-      Ai(x, y)f(y)dy + - I  Bi(x, y)f(y)dy.

VI J E V J B

Then (53) implies that P is completely continuous. Moreover

(54) K¿Kof(x) = {A(x)2 - B(x)2)f(x) - Pf(x).

Since Ko and K¿ are interchanged when we change the sign of B, we also

obtain

(55) KoK¿f(x) = U(x)2 - B(x)2)f(x) + Pf(x).

It follows from our assumption on the ck that if

1    "
m = — 2~1 6*

2v k=o
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then the "m" for KÓ is just —m. We therefore consider two cases.

(1) m = 0. Then K¿ is one-one. Multiplying both sides of (51) on the left

by KÓ gives

(56) Ko' Kof + Ko' Mf = Ki g.

Setting

ml , *»/(*) KiMfix)

A(x)2-B(x)2      A(x)2-B(x)2

and

K¿g(x)
y(x) =-

A(x)2-B(x)2

we see from (54) that (56) is equivalent to

(57) (/ + N)f = p,

which is an equation of the required type. Moreover if (57) holds then so

does (56), since they are identical except for notation, and this in turn implies

K0f+Mf=g because K¡ is one-one.

(2) m = 0. Then K¿ is onto. Let us set

(58) f=KU.

Then (51) becomes

(59) KoK¿<b + MK¿<p = g.

Setting

P<p(x) MKitix)
N<t>(x)

and

A(x)2 - B(x)2      A(x)2-B(x)2

p(x) =-
A(x)2-B(x)2

we see from (55) that (59) is equivalent to

(60) (/ + TV)« = p.

Moreover if (60) holds then so does (59), and defining/by (58) we obtain (51).
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